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About This Game

PLANUM is a 2D raner in which you will operate an aircraft in the vicinity of the World. You have both allies and enemies. But
PLANUM would not be such an interesting game if not for the addition of a third kind of aircraft. "Nitral" aircraft are not,

neither enemies, nor allies. Unfortunately you can not know who you are going to score, and only thanks to your intuition you
can get the bonus you need. PLANUM is one of the most difficult games! You will have to work hard to get to the final design.

What is your reward at the end? Firstly, the game is endless. You can get as many points as your heart desires. And secondly, the
way passed is a reward!

Is waiting for you:
- Author's graphics

- Unusual GamePlay
- Form style

- Beautiful music
- Endless game
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So much fun.. I remember having some minor beefs about this game but honestly nothing comes to mind at the moment. It's a
decent HOG reguardless.. Edited this review-
It seems the ingredient problem hasn't happened since, and I'm enjoying it much more. I don't know if something actually
changed since I wrote last or not, but things are actually managable now and I'm able to get pretty far. So I'm changing my
review to positive since it seems like that ingredient problem may have been a fluke.

Overall, a fun game. I enjoy the different management aspects of it and the shooting portions are fun, if sometimes hectic in a
good way.

(Old review down here)
You can edit reviews later, right? Because I really don't want to leave this at 'negative', because it -is- a fun game.

However right now, it feels like a really 'unfair' game and I feel like there are balancing issues.

My biggest issue is buying ingredients. Playing in 'easy' mode (which does not seem very easy, to be honest) and visiting about...
six? I think six different cities, never once was I able to restock on cilantro. The only cilantro I had in the entire playthrough was
the stock have at the beginning. Everything else I was well stocked with, but because I could not make more than the five initial
tacos with cilanto, I was severly kneecaped at the beginning and ended up being unable to progress due to something that wasn't
my fault as the player.

I hope things get rebalanced. I don't mind ingredients not always being available because that's clearly the point of the game, but
a six city run shouldn't lead to it never appearing.. It's a little rough around the edges, but Super Killer Hornet: Resurrection is
actually an interesting idea. Take old-school shmup action and throw in some math problems in order to increase your multiplier
and power up your ship. The game itself is short, with only 6 stages, but it's a single-sitting game, which makes it infinitely
replayable. After beating the game on "Auto-Bomb" difficulty, which is effectively the game's standard difficulty, I've found
myself mostly replaying in Survival mode, which is an interesting change of pace. There's also a Time Attack mode, with three
difficulty settings, which puts you on a limited timer, which can only be refilled by completing math equations correctly.
Playing Time Attack mode on Survival difficulty is a pretty fun time killer, once you've completed the game's main campaign.

The graphical style seems to invoke old-school DOS games in my opinion, which is a welcome change of pace compared to
most retro-inspired aesthetics, which go for an 8-bit NES look.

All-in-all, I'd have to say SKH:R is definitely worth the $5 Flump Studios is asking for. I'd definitely recommend it.. NICE
STORY
LANJUTKAN MZ. Having played this game in early access for quite some time, I can admit the only thing that brought me to it
was the Brevik's themselves. Being a life long gamer of D2 and 3k hours + in Marvel Heroes it is safe to say that I enjoy his
products. **ALERT** I typically DO NOT enjoy these style games. They don't typically attract me so I bought this game with
the sole intention of just helping them. HOWEVER, after playing the game in descent mode I found myself having a ton of fun.
I made multiple classes, Bard being my favorite. I've been waiting for official release so I could see it at it's current best. If this
game was able to draw me in, someone who traditionally doesn't like these games, that should say how fun and exciting the
game can be. The Brevik's stream the game all the time and David is constantly updating the game with patches and keeping a
heavy involvement with the community. If you took yourself and a significant other to the movies, it would cost you $20 which
last 2-3 hrs. Spend 20$ and help support the Brevik's and have many many hours of fun in this AWESOME loot explosion, boss
killing, mob destroying, crafting extravaganza and oh shoot, manage your inventory!! A+ product!
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Intense and really interesting adventure about the Iranian revolution.

The presentation is unique and I really like the semi realistic art style of the game. The UI also has its own look and it adds to
the game's atmosphere. The voice acting is excellent and together with the sound effects and some music creates the vivid feel
that the game has.

The game tells the events of the Iranian revolution by putting you in the role of a person that has ties to both sides and while
your role is pretty fixed, you have to make some important decisions along the way. Historical info is presented in an interesting
way mainly by taking pictures or interacting with the environment.

The story gets under your skin and even if the game is packed with information, it's the events that are the most important. The
few quick time events are very well integrated into the story and make the game even more immersive.

I really enjoyed the experience and I highly recommend playing the game if you are interested in recent history or just a well
told story.. Lost Dimension is an excellent turn based RPG originally released on PS3,the game's PC port is very well done
allowing for 4K resolution and 60 FPS and running well even on underpowered rigs,the game's graphics have aged very well in
part thaks to it's excellent artstyle and the game's soundtrack and voice acting are very good too.
The story is pretty typical for the genre but it's well told and the gameplay is very tactical requiring very careful planning,also
the character progression system impressive as well,there are a ton of different skills and powers that keep things fresh and
interesting throughout the whole game.
Overall the game is really solid and highly raccomanded to every fan of RPGs.. Game music... as DLC.

GTFO. The only thing i dislike about this dlc is that it does not give you the UK calling card.. Nothing like a good game that
doesn't even resemble the game you originally bought. Between the updates completely re-working the game's core mechanics
and the absurd amount of DLC in Stellaris (like in every Paradox game), if I had my money back I wouldn't choose to buy the
game again.. One very cool effect. Which in fact we should have had much earlier, since Console owners had one Effect from
the very release of Console Version.
But other then that. I quite simply, like this Effect. Too bad it doesn\u00b4t show up in the Campaign though. Or at lesat not
within the Campaign Missions regarding with the Khorne Missions. But likely a bug they gonna fix very soon.. Very cute
teheming, but ultimately I did not enjoy this enough. Too casual for me. Nothing wrong with the game just not something I
enjoyed. Probably a great game for some people.. quot;As the world fills with flame, you see her scramble onto Coldtalon's
back. Then the heat washes over you, a searing, consuming pain. You fall to your knees, screaming. Through the pain and the
smoke, you see Coldtalon flying, with Lostsong following behind. You've saved Neeris. Maybe saved Aerie.

A second wave of flame overtakes you. The world goes red, then black. "

10/10 would sacrifice self again. Great game, very good continuation to the original. If you don't know much about this series,
its one of the good and fun games that makes reference to mega-man\/rock-man series. It has enough re-playability for me to
play over 40 hours, till a got the last achievment. It was money well spent. If it's on sale, it's an easy buy.. All of my yes. What a
different yet beautiful way of changing the plot compared to To The Moon. Soundtrack's great as usual.
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